How can SAP® solutions enable you to change the game?

Environment, health, and safety (EHS) solutions from SAP help companies enhance situational awareness by proactively identifying and capturing near misses, hazards, and incidents. The solutions enable alarm notifications, prioritized change requests, work permit tracking, and monitoring of regulatory changes to improve process safety; reduce risks, downtime, and compliance costs; and simplify and standardize processes.

What do SAP solutions help customers do?

**Incident management**
Identify operational risks and hazards by implementing and communicating effective controls.

**Health and safety management**
Prevent incidents and reduce risks with a standardized approach to minimizing workplace exposures.

**Environment management**
Lower emissions, mitigate compliance risk, and take proper actions to improve performance.

**Management of change**
Manage operational changes without increasing risk, including workflow, reviews, and approvals.

**Maintenance safety and permit to work**
Establish safety prerequisites prior to work execution to boost productivity and lessen risk.

**Product safety and stewardship network**
Limit recall risk, protect the brand, and avoid fines with compliance controls across the product lifecycle.

What are the benefits?
Integrated solutions from SAP improve EHS and work execution through:
- Better safety and risk management and enhanced product lifecycle processes and controls
- Greater asset insight and worker situational awareness with standardized processes

Why SAP?
SAP solutions integrate operational processes to reduce and mitigate risk, improve overall compliance, and enhance worker situational awareness. They also increase process safety, resource utilization, process controls, and enterprise operating efficiency.

Key facts

- **Recordable accident frequency**
  -71%
  When EHS data and systems are integrated with asset management functions for tracking and analysis*

- **Regulatory citations**
  -79%
  For top companies compared to average performers*

Customers

- Southern California Edison
- MMG
- Nova Chemicals

Learn more

- Visit us online
- Benchmark your performance
- SAP Solution Explorer

*SAP Performance Benchmarking